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Keep moving forward....
PandaPearls continue to 'do business differently'

'like us on Facebook'
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"Always a delight to visit the 
treasure trove of PandaPearls. 

Congratulations on having 
the foresight to make the 

tough business decisions and 
‘do business differently’. It’s 

certainly paid off. I’m proud of 
you."

Amanda, Gatton

" Being in my late 80’s and 
in isolation on the Range, I 

cannot tell you how thrilled I 
was to find a PandaPearls box 
left at the front door! I love my 

cashmere and pearls, thank 
you PandaPearls."

Valerie, Toowoomba

"The pearls arrived and I 
absolutely love them. Now for 

a strand for the Daughter in 
Law!"

Rhonda, Chinchilla

"Thank you PandaPearls 
for your beautiful display, 

Boarders Hamper donation 
and your continued support of 
our school fete. See you next 

year!"
The Glennie School

We Love 
PandaPearls

PandaNews

PandaPearls keep 

moving forward....

N Amanda Stein
A PO Box 809
        Nundah QLD 4012
 Brisbane Showroom, 

viewings strictly by 
appointment

P  07 3256 8418
        0439 881 268
E  info@pandapearls.com.au
W    www.pandapearls.com.au

 
 PandaPearls made the call of the 
century when we decided to ‘do 
business differently’ and do away 

with a bricks and mortar retail 
space! 
  It was a tough decision and 
a brave one but with the recent 
worldwide pandemic, we were 
certainly tapped on the shoulder 
by a guardian angel. 
 We hope all of our customers, 
family and friends are helping and 
drawing strength from each other. 
 The world has changed, we 
believe for the better, as we go 
back to a kinder and more caring 
way of living our lives. 
 PandaPearls has evolved with 
our priority being you, our loyal 
customer. 
 Thank you for your continued 
support of PandaPearls Australia as 
we all embrace change and move 
forward together. 

We are grateful for the continuous support of our loyal 
customers and are excited to see what the future holds!



 Did you know PandaPearls' signature pretty 
pearl bracelets are customisable? Perfect for end of 
year school gifts, corporate gifts, or special events 

- simply select your 
colours and we'll do 
the rest. From $20 
each, call the shop 
on (07) 3256 8418 
or email us at info@
pandapearls.com.
au to order your 
tailor-made pretty 
bracelets in time for 
your next corporate 
lunch, school reunion 
or special event.  

 PandaPearls are proud to present the star of our 
front page, this perfectly matched Australian South 
Sea strand. It can take years to perfectly match 
pearls of this quality in shape, colour, size and lustre. 
A pearl strand of this standard is the epitome of 
elegance and an investment as pearls in the 16 – 

18mm size range are 
becoming rare. This 

beauty is $15,000. 
PandaPearls can 
work with your 
budget and would 
welcome a private 
appointment to 

create something 
truly unique for you.

 No one could have predicted the 2020 we have all 
experienced. That is why we are so grateful that our 
private showroom is a COVID-safe way to shop in a 
private, clean and safe environment. 
 The cabinets are full of treasures with pearls 
of larger sizes and unique enhancers being our 
speciality. 
 With 14,000 customers on our database and 
an online presence including a huge social media 
following, the time had come to move away from the 
excessive rents and overheads of retail space. That 
combined with parking made our decision an easy 
one to move our business to a simpler, easier model. 
 PandaPearls Australia will once again be itching to 
get out and about with huge plans for BEEFAustralia 
in May 2021. Not to mention our commitment to Rural 
and Remote causes as well as our love of Nurses and 
their Conference and Incentives. 
 Thank you to all you wonderful nurses and medical 
staff who have worked tirelessly during these times. 
 In the words of the inspiring and pearl loving 
Dame Vera Lynn, "We'll Meet Again"! Refreshed and 
refocussed. 
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PandaPearls keep 

moving forward....

We'll Meet Again!

with a bricks and mortar retail 
space! 
  It was a tough decision and 
a brave one but with the recent 
worldwide pandemic, we were 
certainly tapped on the shoulder 
by a guardian angel. 
 We hope all of our customers, 
family and friends are helping and 
drawing strength from each other. 
 The world has changed, we 
believe for the better, as we go 
back to a kinder and more caring 
way of living our lives. 
 PandaPearls has evolved with 
our priority being you, our loyal 
customer. 
 Thank you for your continued 
support of PandaPearls Australia as 
we all embrace change and move 
forward together. 

PandaPearls is open for business in a whole new retail world of shopping. Our beautiful 
Brisbane-based showroom is by appointment only, open Tuesday to Saturday from 
10am - 4pm. 

N   PandaPearls Australia Pty Ltd
A   PO Box 809, Nundah QLD 4012
       Brisbane Showroom – viewings by appointment
P   Shop – (07) 3256 8418
       Mobile – 0439 881 268
E   info@pandapearls.com.au
W   www.pandapearls.com.au

We are grateful for the continuous support of our loyal 
customers and are excited to see what the future holds!

Pearl Perfection! Pretty Pearl Bracelets
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1. Mabe pearl ring set in solid gold surrounded by brilliant cut diamonds $1699   2. Freshwater pearl earrings with Eurobolt rose 
and yellow gold clasps $299   3. Beautiful 5 carat CZ enhancer only $99   4. Classic baroque strand complete with a yellow, rose 
or solid sterling silver enhancer clasp $999. Satsuma enamel enhancer encased in solid sterling silver, dating back to Japan @1880 
$599   5. Baroque bracelet custom-made to fit with your choice of clasp from $399   6. Diamond, onyx and solid gold enhancer $899   
7. Classic ‘Princess’ length strand of 12mm round freshwater pearls, triple knotted on silk with a solid sterling silver enhancer 
clasp $499. Enhancer is the perfect ‘something borrowed, something blue’ $99   8. Drop pearl earrings in solid yellow gold $699   
9. Australian Mabe Pearl in a large 16mm size encased in 9ct yellow or rose gold and set in solid sterling silver $299 
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10. Baroque bracelets in a variety of sizes, colours and styles with a sterling silver enhancer clasp from $199   11. Mikimoto opera 
length strand of AKOYA pearls measuring 8mm in size and triple knotted on silk with original clasp $1999. Lapel pin with
matching citrine styled enhancer brooches $199   12. One carat VV1 diamond ring in white 18K  claw setting $8999   13. Diamond 
encased in onyx and 9ct rose or yellow gold $899 14. This vintage Bakelite brooch has been reborn as an enhancer. Measuring 
10cm x 10cm with clip over enhancer bale $299  15. Georgian inspired brilliant cut diamond set in onyx, encased in solid rose or 
yellow gold with clip over enhancer bale $999  16. Vintage Mikimoto three AKOYA pearl ring $699  17. White gold ring featuring 
a brilliant diamond encased in onyx and diamonds $2499  18. Baroque pearl earrings – pink, black, white and silver from $99
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19. Australian South Sea pearl strand of 31 large 12-14mm semi-round pearls AA quality of high lustre measuring 46cm triple
knotted on silk with a solid 14ct gold clasp $2999   20. Mikimoto pearls are timeless and PandaPearls have a huge collection of
vintage brooches, lapel pins, rings and even full strands. Brooches set in sterling silver from $199   21. Blue vintage glass pendant
enhancer set in sterling silver and CZ $99  22. Pink baroque pearl bracelet with sterling silver clasp from $299   23. Solid sterling 
silver medallion $199. The cartouche is unengraved so you can add your own provenance and have initials or something special
engraved!  Tahitian South Sea mixed with freshwater pearls in various shades of pink $899   24. Mikimoto 1969 cluster earrings - 16 
perfect AKOYA pearls set in sterling silver with the old screw fitting $699   25. Large deep blue CZ ring in sterling silver $99

25.

27. 25.

Did you know that a pearl is the only 
gemstone to come from a living 

creature and that pearls in larger sizes 
are becoming harder to source with 

global warming?
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26. Harriet wears our classic freshwater pearl stud earrings $20   27. Keshi pearl earrings from $99  28. Our Frida Kahlo scarves are 
perfect for spring and summer $69   29. Art Nouveau inspired 'sunrise' enhancer in marcasite, crystal and onyx set in sterling silver 
$299   30. A gorgeous combination of a semi precious piece of polished lapis lazuli with large 12-14 mm white freshwater round
pearls $999   31. Who doesn’t love diamonds and sapphires, these beautiful earrings are pure elegance $899  32. Mabe pearls set in 
solid sterling silver look great on our range of solid sterling omega chains measuring 42-50cm, all $299 for the set   33. Our signature
2m pearl and leather lariat which can be worn in many ways including as a belt $99   34. Pearl bracelet with sterling silver clasp 
from $199

Spring Summer 20/21
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“There is no time for cut-and-dried monotony. There is time for 

work. And time for love. That leaves no other time.” - Coco Chanel
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POSH PANDA'S

“I am strong, I am invincible, I am woman. If I have to, I can do 
anything. You can bend but never break me.” - Helen Reddy
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35. Tahitian South Sea Pearl strand with 100% matching AA/A 13mm - 15.1mm 31 round pearls. An 18ct clasp completes this
rare and highly sought after piece $15,000   36. Diamond and onyx ring set in 9ct yellow gold $999   37. Tahitian 12mm pearl stud 
earrings set in 9ct gold $699  38. Gorgeous Tahitian pearl drop earrings on sterling silver $499  39. Onyx, diamond and sterling
silver enhancer $299   40. Hand carved onyx rose clip over enhancer $199   41. Onyx and CZ ring set in sterling silver size P $99
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Did you know that the Tahitian black 
pearl is created by the black lipped 

oyster? The Mother of the Pearl 
dictates the colour of the pearl!
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42. Black Tahitian South Sea pearl earrings $699. White South Sea pearl earrings $699   43. Tahitian South Sea Pearl Perfection! This 
AAA quality strand consists of 33 beautiful 12mm-13.7mm sized round pearls. The solid 14ct gold clasp finishes it off. Just gorgeous 
$5999   44. Onyx and CZ enhancer in the larger 20c piece size $99   45. Custom designed, huge 16mm Tahitian South Sea pearl set 
with 0.6 brilliant cut diamonds each side and encased in a thick white gold claw setting. PandaPearls love creating bespoke pieces 
for our customers, $6999   46. Baroque drop pearl earrings come in white, ice pink, silver and black on solid sterling $199   47. Onyx 
dress ring set in solid sterling silver size P $199   48. Amazing - 220 grams of solid sterling silver, all handmade with a large Euro bolt 
ring $2499. Personalise with your own fob, sovereign case or large pearl enhancer! Single baroque pearl pendants $199
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Did you know the world's rarest and 
most expensive pearl is valued at 

$100 Million?
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Select Your Type & Size of Pearl
8mm

10mm

12mm

14mm

16mm

18mm

The Tahitian pearl is an organic gem formed from the black 
lip oyster (Pinctada margaritifera). These pearls derive their 
name from the fact that they are primarily cultivated around 
the islands of Tahiti.

Cultured in the Akoya oyster and primarily found in Japan, 
Akoya pearls are lustrous and are generally white or cream 
coloured. South Sea pearls come from the white-lipped 
variety of the pinctada maxima oyster. This oyster is much 
larger than the oysters that produce Akoya and Freshwater 
pearls, so the pearl is much larger as well. Australia produces 
the best south sea pearls in the world. Freshwater pearls are 
real pearls that are farmed and created using freshwater 
mussels. 

Baroque pearls, prounounced ‘bah roak’, are pearls with an 
irregular non-spherical shape. Shapes can range from minor 
aberrations to distinctly ovoid, curved, pinch, or lumpy 
shapes. They are the absolute opposite of traditional pearls 
because each one has its very own shape and size.

Coin pearls are cultured, mostly farmed in China in 
freshwater mussels in river, lakes or streams. The pearl 
farmer will insert a flat round nucleus made of shell to help 
the mussel form the shape of the coin pearl, turning the 
shell so that there is an equal thickness of nacre on both 
sides of the pearl.

Keshi pearls are small non-nucleated pearls typically formed 
as by-products of pearl cultivation. 

Tahitian

Baroque

Coin

Keshi

Akoya, 
South Sea, 
Freshwater

49. Each strand represents genuine pearls, triple knotted on silk all with solid sterling silver clasps. The wearer is as individual 
as the strand itself - from $499. We can tailor the length and we’re happy to quote on solid rose and yellow gold clasps!   50. A bit 
of freshwater pearl fun, all strands only $50 while stocks last   51. Magnificent baroque pearl strand measuring up to 18mm in 
diameter $999. Beautiful round mabe pearl the size of a 20c piece and surrounded in 9ct yellow gold $899

Find Your Perfect Length

49. 50. 51.
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52. Golden South Sea pearls are grown in the gold-lip oyster, this strand measuring 47cm is $2999, the antique vesta case hallmarked 1885 
is $399   53. South Sea choker measuring 43.5cm with semi round pearls measuring 12-13mm $3999. Here we have added a ladies Victorian 
calling card case to make a truly unique enhancer $599   54. Freshwater opera length baby baroque pearl strand $699, our Cartier Cat 
inspired clip over enhancer with large magestic pearl in sterling silver $499 – just so different! The enhancer even has ruby eyes!

59. 60. 61.

Select Your Type & Size of Pearl
PandaPearls have pearls of every colour, 
shape, size and lustre but did you know that 
pearls have their own vocabulary for length?

     A collar sits high and hangs directly   
     against the neck. Very Jacqui O!

     A choker sits at the base of the neck.       
     Very much worn by HRH, The Queen. 

     The princess length hangs just below  
     the collarbone. 

     The matinee length hangs just above  
     the breast or décolletage.

     The opera length is much longer and  
     reaches the sternum of the wearer. 

     Finally the rope hangs at any length   
     longer than the opera.

Can't find the perfect length? We can make 
it for you! PandaPearls generally advise that 
with longer strands, you allow us to include 
a sterling silver or gold bolt ring clasp when 
stringing your pearl strands. This enables the 
wearer to ‘wrap’ the pearls and gives many 
more options. 

Find Your Perfect Length

14" Collar

16" Choker

18" Princess

20" Matinee

24" Opera

30"+ Rope 
or Lariat

52. 53. 54.
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55. Australian South Sea pearl strand of 27 large 12-14mm baroque pearls of AA quality, measuring 47.5 cm, triple knotted on silk 
with a solid 14K gold clasp $2999   56. Sterling silver fob chains with pearl adornments, weighing 60-74 grams, $499   57. Baroque 
pearl bracelet with silver clasp $399, Australian vintage coin enhancer $199   58. Baroque strand, triple knotted on silk with 
your choice of sterling silver, rose or yellow gold enhancer clasps from $999. Antique sterling silver hip flask, fully restored and 
hallmarked 1915, $699   59. Drop pearl earrings $99   60. Australian South Sea pearls, AAA quality with solid rose, yellow or white 
gold shepherd hooks $699   61. Sterling silver omega chains available in various lengths, 40-55cm $99-$199. Onyx and diamond 
enhancer set in 9ct yellow or rose gold with sterling silver $399. Australian commemorative coin 1927, $299

66.

60. 61.

55.

59.

57.

56.

58.

Did you know that it can take              
up to 2 years for a South Sea pearl to 

grow and develop?



62. Large white South Sea pearl ring set in 9ct yellow gold and sterling silver $699   63. Australian Crown vintage coin 1937 encased 
in sterling silver enhancer bale $399   64. South Sea strand of 29 Australian pearls measuring 13-15.1mm of AA quality, measuring 
47.5cm with a solid 14K gold clasp $1999   65. South Sea matinee length strand of 48 pearls from 11-14mm of AA quality, high 
lustre $9999. Large smokey quartz enhancer set in sterling silver $299   66. Antique vesta case hallmarked 1908 $299   67. Antique 
chatelaines make gorgeous enhancers, this 1920’s rouge pot is $399   68. Baroque freshwater strand of large 14-15mm silver pearls 
with sterling enhancer clasp $999, Australian Crown coin enhancer in sterling silver $399
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Symbolising purity, clarity and loyalty 
did you know that the pearl is the 
birthstone for the month of June?



PandaPearls Australia believe you ‘reap what you sow’ and with so many 
worthy causes, have chosen to support the mighty efforts of;

Selected photos subject to fair use policy under copyright laws and Wikimedia creative commons. 

What have you learnt from COVID-19?
A Resilience
G To live the simple life

Where are you looking forward to 
visiting post COVID?
A   BeefWeek of course!
G   The beef capital of Australia,   
 Rockhampton!

What's your favourite movie phrase?
A  "most ardently" (Pride and Prejudice)
G   "Here's looking at you kid"   
  (Casablanca)

What's the most memorable name 
you've ever heard?
A   Iona Hose
G   Eileen Forward

What's invisible but you wish you 
could see?
A   Angels
G   My health

The loveliest thing said to you?
A   You have your mother's laugh
G   Am I invited to your 50th?

AMANDA/GLADYS

Q&A

'like us on Facebook'16

Boxed and bowed!

   
PandaPearls have built an enviable 
reputation and strong branding 
around our black and white 
signature Gift Hampers. Tailor-
made to meet any budget and 
perfect for charity fundraisers, 
corporate gifts, school fetes and of 
course fabulous gifts!

Did you know we can provide 
boxed registered postage 
anywhere in Australia for an 
additional $15? Call us today 
(07) 3256 8418, our showroom 
is open 10am– 4pm Tuesday to 
Saturday.

Our most popular gift hampers 
include;

N Amanda Stein
A PO Box 809
        Nundah QLD 4012
 Brisbane Showroom, 

viewings strictly by 
appointment

P  07 3256 8418
        0439 881 268
E  info@pandapearls.com.au
W    www.pandapearls.com.au

The $99 ‘Thinking of You’ 
including a Chanel No. 5 Candle 
and 100% pure cashmere 
pashmina;

$149 ‘Luxury’ including the 
above with white stud pearl 
earrings set in sterling silver in 
velvet box;

$199 ‘Black and White’ the above 
and our 2 metre long white baby 
baroque pearl and leather rope;

Tailor-made right up to our  
‘Ultimate’ PandaPearls Gift 
Hamper $999 - a selection of 
PandaPearls' best sellers with the 
added inclusion of our famous 
classic white strand of 10-13mm 
perfectly round pearls with 
sterling silver bolt ring enhancer 
clasp, complemented with our 
Australian mabe pearl enhancer 
in 9ct gold and sterling silver to 
complete the set. 
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